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 The proliferation of internet economies has given the corporate world manifold advantages 
to businesses, as they can now incorporate the latest innovations into their operations, 
thereby enhancing ease of doing business. For instance, financial institutions have 
leveraged credit card usage on the aforesaid proliferation. However, this exposes clients to 
cybercrime, as fraudsters always find ways to breach security measures and access 
customers’ confidential information, which they then use to make fraudulent credit card 
transactions. As a result, financial institutions incur huge losses amounting to billions of 
United States dollars. To avert such losses, it is important to design efficient credit card 
fraud detection algorithms capable of generating accurate alerts. Recently, machine 
learning algorithms such as ensemble classifiers have emerged as the most effective and 
efficient algorithms in an effort to assist fraud investigators. There are many factors that 
hinder the financial sector from designing machine learning algorithms that can efficiently 
and effectively detect credit card fraud. Such factors include the non-stationarity of data 
related to concept drift. In addition, class distributions are extremely imbalanced, while 
there is scant information on transactions that would have been flagged by fraud 
investigators. This can be attributed to the fact that, owing to confidentiality regulations, it 
is difficult to access public data. In this article, the author designs and assesses a credit 
card fraud detection system that can adapt to the changes in data distribution and generate 
accurate alerts. 
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1. Introduction 

The internet offers a great deal of convenience to people’s daily 
routines. However, in the financial sector, which has been 
progressively adopting e-commerce, web-based technologies can 
also be a curse. The internet and related applications grow 
continually because they enable individuals and organisations to 
digitise and innovate their operations, thus, enabling them to 
perform more efficiently. With regard to commerce, the advent of 
the internet saw the birth of cashless transactions through the use 
of credit and debit cards, in addition to net banking and Unified 
Payments Interface (UPI) options [1, 2].  In [3], the author explains 
that  fraudulent incidences have invariably risen in proportion with 
the rising volume of cashless commerce, thus, causing financial 
institutions to incur enormous losses. 

In [4] the author defines credit card fraud as the use of stolen 
identity details to purchase goods and services or effect electronic 
cash transfers. Such fraud is not limited to online transactions as 
stolen or lost physical credit cards can also be used to transact [5]. 
The last ten years have seen a growing trend in credit card fraud, 
thus, prompting financial institutions globally to seek for 
techniques that can accurately and efficiently detect such crime. In 
this case, machine learning approaches are the most preferred 
techniques for detecting credit card fraud [6,7,8,9,10]. However, 
in [11] the author notes that machine learning has some inherent 
limitations, notably class imbalance, concept drift and verification 
latency. In [12] the author contends that these challenges are 
further compounded by lack of reliable up-to-date datasets, 
wherein hardly 1% of the samples that are labelled fraudulent are 
classified as such. The author in [13] refers to this phenomenon as 
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class imbalance and, according to the author in [9], it inhibits 
standard classifiers from optimally detecting credit card fraud. 

Apart from class imbalance, credit card transactions are 
dynamic in nature, which then introduces the concept drift 
problem. This implies that there are no clear demarcations between 
normal and fraudulent transactions, given that there may be no 
variance between the fraudsters’ and the legitimate cardholders’ 
behaviour spending patterns. In any case, spending habits are 
dynamic, so non-fraudulent and fraudulent transactions have more 
or less equal chances of being flagged as suspicious. In attempting 
to solve the class imbalance problem, researchers have applied 
both oversampling and under sampling techniques, or combined 
these with the SMOTE technique [13]. Notwithstanding the 
aforementioned efforts, concept drift continues to be a hindrance 
in the detection of fraudulent card transactions using ensemble 
classifiers. 

1.1  Credit Card Fraud 

Credit card fraud is a criminal case and occurs when a person 
uses someone else's personal credentials together with their credit 
standing to borrow money or use credit cards to transact with no 
intention of refunding the debt. Credit card is considered to be a 
form of identity that is most prevalent. When a credit is 
misappropriated, the victim typically accrues unpaid debts in their 
names. The process of identifying and detecting credit card flaws 
can be solved but the implementation process demands more effort 
and time and may lead to a temporary setback of credit scores 
temporarily and affect a person’s credit score to get new credit for 
a time. To detect credit card transactional flaws and minimize 
identity theft, the implementation of machine learning in the design 
of models capable of addressing such problems has gained 
momentum due to the results obtained. This research article 
proposes a machine learning ensemble architecture capable of 
detecting credit card transaction flaws. For credit card fraud 
detection, machine learning algorithms can classify whether a 
credit card transaction is authentic or fraudulent. Machine learning 
algorithms can make a prediction to determine whether it is the 
cardholder or the fraudsters using the credit card through credit 
card profiling. In addition, machine learning algorithms can use 
outlier detection techniques to identify vast amounts of 
transactions for outliers from regular credit cards transactions to 
detect credit card fraud. When compared to other conventional 
fraud detection techniques, machine learning algorithms offer 
faster detection and adaptation to drifting concepts. A machine 
learning model has the capacity to quickly identify any drifts from 
regular transactions and user behaviour in real time. By detecting 
anomalies such as a sudden increase in transactional amount or 
location change, machine learning algorithms are capable of 
minimising the risk of fraud and ensure more secure transactions. 

1.2 Ensemble Learning 

 Machine Learning algorithms are capable of learning from 
data, find complex and noise patterns, and predict credit card theft. 
Ensemble Learning is a machine learning approach capable of 
optimising generalization performance and resilience in prediction 
tasks through the process of combining multiple models. 
Combining multiple prediction models enables the mitigation of 
errors or biases prevalent in classifier models by leveraging the 
combined outputs of the ensemble. Ensemble learning combines 

the output of diverse models to generate an accurate prediction. 
Ensemble methods leverage the diversity and complementarity of 
their predictions to improve their generalization performance. As 
the underlying concept, ensemble learning considers multiple 
perspectives and utilizes the capacity of diverse models in an effort 
to optimize the overall generalization performance of the learning 
model. Ensemble learning optimises the accuracy of the learning 
model and also provides resilience against uncertainties in the data 
such as noise, skewed distributions and missing values. Effectively 
combining predictions from multiple diverse models has proven to 
be a powerful technique in various domains, providing more 
robust, accurate and reliable generalization performance for 
classification, clustering, regression tasks and anomaly detection 
by combining different types of base models and aggregation 
methods. For credit card transaction flaws, ensemble learning 
techniques are capable of detecting whether a transaction is a fraud 
or not given the historical spending patterns of a client. Ensemble 
learning techniques are capable of adapting to spending habits of 
clients and detect anomalies and alert the bank. 

 This study proposes a credit card fraud detection system that 
can be capable of accurately handling class imbalance and concept 
drift, and detecting credit card fraud. In addition to the foregoing 
section, there are six ensuing section that make up this paper. 
Section 2 provides a preview of precious work conducted on credit 
card transaction fraud. Section 3 describes the data processing 
process techniques, a description of the base learners, parameter 
optimisation techniques and feature selection strategy. Section 4 
provides a description of the Dynamic Classifier Selection 
algorithm, performance metrics and the datasets used. Section 5 
provides an outline of the experiments conducted and the 
performance comparisons with other state of the art algorithms. 
Section 6 provides the conclusion of the study. 

2. Literature Review 

Scenarios associated with credit card fraud are not 
uncommon. Consequently, there are various contemporary 
approaches for detecting and generating accurate alerts that have 
been proposed. All these approaches are based on machine 
learning. To improve the detection performance of an ensemble 
classifier, in [14], the author suggests a machine learning 
approach-based credit card fraud detection engine that 
implements a genetic algorithm for feature selection. The 
prediction performance of the proposed credit card engine is 
validated with a dataset generated from European cardholders. 
The proposed engine disregards the relevance of class imbalance 
and concept drift on the performance of the engine. In order to 
optimise the efficiency and accuracy of machine learning 
algorithms for detecting credit card fraud, the author in [15] 
proposes that blockchain techniques and machine learning 
algorithms can be combined. Subsequent experiments showed 
that the approach outperformed all the other proposed algorithms 
of machine learning. The proposed approach does not consider the 
prevalence of class imbalance and the presence of concept drift. 
The author in [16] suggests the application of the Just-Add-Data 
(JAD) to automate the selection of machine learning algorithms, 
tune hyperparameter values and estimate prediction performance 
in the detection of illicit transactions. The proposed version of 
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JAD fails to detect data distribution drift and generate false alarms 
automatically. The authors in [17] propose a novel approach for 
detecting credit card fraud by analysing customers’ past 
transactions details and extracting their behavioral patterns, 
before clustering them into different groups. 

      It is difficult to detect credit card fraud with accuracy, because 
there is need to process enormous streaming data. However, the 
learning models are not entirely capable of quickly adapting or 
responding to the fraud. This problem is exacerbated by concept 
drift, which introduces changes to the target concept. Optimum 
model performance is further inhibited by class imbalance, 
overlapping data, the dynamic nature of transactions, the scarcity 
of datasets and verification latency. These feedback mechanisms 
may cause delays in signaling fraudulent transactions, thus, not all 
of them are either caught or reported. Fraudsters design their own 
adaptive techniques against the existing detection models. This 
paper formulates a credit card fraud detection system, which 
incorporates class imbalance and concept drift. The proposed 
system is also robust against false alarms. 

The authors in [18] proposed a machine learning model that 
implements random forest algorithm to predict and detect daily 
credit card fraud. The model lacks diversity thereby 
compromising its accuracy. In [19], the authors proposed a 
machine learning method with Hybrid feature selection technique 
consisting of filter and wrapper feature selection steps to ensure 
that only the most relevant features are used. For feature selection 
the approach uses Genetic Algorithm which can converge 
prematurely, and the problem of class imbalance was not 
addressed. To enhance the accuracy of machine learning 
algorithms in detecting credit fraud, the authors in [20] proposed 
a soft voting ensemble learning approach for detecting credit card 
fraud on imbalanced data. The impact of ensemble diversity and 
data standardization was not discussed. To address challenges 
such as class imbalance, concept drift, false positives/negatives, 
limited generalizability and challenges in real time processing, the 
authors in [21] proposed a novel ensemble model that integrates a 
Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbour, Random Forest, 
Bagging and Boosting classifiers. The approach is 
computationally inefficient. In credit card fraud detection, there is 
little time to perform any resampling of the data when training 
models, generally precluding the use of bagging, boosting or 
related methods that resample training data. 

3. Data Preprocessing 

This study uses standardized datasets, which are scaled 
within the 0-1 interval and all the missing values are 
approximated. The study focuses on the problem of class 
imbalance of credit card fraud datasets. The mean is removed and 
scaled to unit variance in an effort to standardize numeric features. 
The data are scaled using the 0-1 normalization method. If 𝑥𝑥 is a 
given feature, then the normalized feature can be computed as 
follows: 

 𝑥𝑥′ = 𝑥𝑥−min (𝑥𝑥)
max(𝑥𝑥).min (𝑥𝑥)

, where 𝑥𝑥′ expresses the standardised value.  

Feature normalization can significantly improve classifier 
accuracy. This especially applies to those classifiers that are based 
on distance or edge calculations and it results in the model being 
more assertive and accurate. All data related to credit card fraud 
are subject to class imbalance and their distribution is highly 
skewed. This can be attributed to the fact that the proportion of 
fraudulent transactions (minority class) is significantly lower than 
that of legitimate transactions (majority class). As a result, credit 
card fraud detection becomes an extremely challenging task. The 
level of difficulty is compounded by the prevalence of missing 
values in the relevant datasets. However, this gap can be closed 
by using XGBoost, which incorporates an algorithm for sparsity 
segmentation. The algorithm can approximate the missing values 
with significant accuracy. In addition, the use of standardization 
helps to subdue the influence of outliers. At the same time, the 
centralization process is used to curb extreme values. To solve the 
class imbalance problem, a resampling technique called Synthetic 
Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [22] is made use of 
to enhance the performance of the minority class classifiers 
recognition. The SMOTE technique generates artificial cases 
close to observed ones. In the process, it oversamples the minority 
class. In order to handle class imbalance with overlap, the 
imbalance ratio and the structure of the dataset are considered in 
an overlapping metric, which is known as degOver [23]. To 
handle different types of drifting concepts accurately, the 
Dynamic Ensemble Selection (DES) is applied, while verification 
latency is handled by employing the integrated Fraud Detection 
(FD) [24]. The FD is further integrated with Smooth Clustering 
based Boosting (SCBoost), which is a noise-robust boosting 
method and the k-Shortest Distance Ratio (k-SDR). The latter 
enables the full use of the labelled dataset and prevents 
interferences from the class imbalance therein. The key function 
of the k-SDR is to classify an instance by the ratio of its mean 
distance to k nearest instances in the positive class. 

3.1. Base Learners 

From an intuitive point of view, the success of an ensemble of 
classifiers is dependent on the diverse performance of base 
classifiers [25]. To achieve this, the approach that was adopted in 
this study used two base learners namely: XGBoost and Support 
Vector Machines. In the process, these two can also effectively 
yield both accuracy and efficiency. In addition, Support Vector 
Machines have proved to be tremendously capable of handling 
regression and classification challenges in both static and dynamic 
domains. These machines are widely used to redress 
dimensionality, which is prevalent in classification problems. In 
such cases, SVMs find hyperplanes that can separate two classes 
of linear data in such ways that there can be large distances 
between the training instances. If the data are non-linear, the SVM 
kernel function can map them into  high dimensional spaces.  

For purposes of solving authentic classification problems, 
particularly the mitigation of model variances, the authors in [26] 
developed the eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost). It can also 
optimise the loss function by including regularisation in handling 
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sparse data and a weighted quantile sketch for tree learning. In 
terms of speed and accuracy, XGBoost is arguably the best 
machine learning algorithm, due to the superiority of its 
mechanisms and weights, such as Taylor’s expansion, which 
approximates the loss function with remarkable promptness. 

3.2. Parameter Optimization 

 The study employed SVMs and XGBoost as base learners, 
which are associated with a number of parameters. With regard to 
predicting how the credit card fraud detection system will perform, 
the parameters are significantly impactful. For the fraud detection 
system to perform optimally, the parameters have to be optimised 
using a number of existing optimisation algorithms, most of which 
are prone to dimensionality. Moreover, the resultant cost of 
computation tends to increase dramatically, in proportion to the 
number of hyperparameters or extended search space. 
Hyperparameter tuning for most applications is subjective and it 
relies on empirical judgement and trial and error approaches. To 
counter the limitations that are associated with existing 
optimisation algorithms, this study employed an adaptive 
heterogeneous Particle Swarm Optimiser (PSO), in order to 
optimise and generate an appropriately optimal subset of accurate 
parameters. This was also meant to improve the efficacy of 
XGBoost and SVMs for the classification problem. PSO is a 
heuristic algorithm and evolutionary computational method that is 
used extensively. The authors in [27] developed the algorithm and 
it can also be described as a heuristic population based iterative, 
global and stochastic optimisation system, which is inspired by the 
flocking and schooling social behaviours of birds and fish, 
respectively, for conducting intelligent searches for the optimal 
solutions [28]. Since it is derivative free, PSO does not require the 
optimisation problem to be differentiable, therefore, it does not 
require gradients. These characteristics enable PSO to be 
applicable to a variety of problems, including those that are 
discontinuous or non-convex and multimodal. In this study, the 
instantiation of the particles in the swarm was performed at 
individual level, thereby introducing heterogeneity. The individual 
instantiation of particles enables different search behaviours of 
particles in the swarm to be assumed, as they can randomly select 
the velocity and position update rules from the behaviour pool. The 
process also allows for the creation of a swarm composed of 
particles that are both explorative and exploitative in nature. This 
enables the optimisation algorithm to explore and exploit for the 
duration of the search process, thus, preventing premature 
convergence. 

3.3. Feature Selection 

XGBoost was employed for the purpose of performing feature 
selection. As a base learner, XGBoost is used to generate feature 
importance scores, which are used for measuring the average 
objective reduction. This is performed as soon as the specific 
variables have been selected for splitting. In the tree building 
process, a variable that is associated with a score that is high has a 
higher importance. This study used XGBoost as a joint base learner 
with SVM. The researcher followed propositions  by the author in 
[29] when implementing the scores that were derived from feature 
importance. These propositions provided a guideline in terms of 
the sequential forward search (SFS) feature selection algorithm. 
SFS places all related features into a subset, after which it 

iteratively adds the remaining features until the highest score is 
attained. This results in the generation of a series of candidate 
feature subsets. In this case, the feature subset that maximises the 
cross-validated accuracy is selected as the optimal feature set that 
is appropriate for the process of training the model in the 
subsequent steps. 

4. Dynamic Classifier Selection 

For ensembles of machine learning, there are two key features 
namely: diversity and accuracy. For the purpose of this study, the 
researcher selected classifiers based on their accuracy on the 
validation set, as well as diversity to accommodate both batch and 
incremental learning, given that transaction data vary with time. 
To select classifiers based on accuracy and diversity, the Selection 
by Accuracy and Diversity (SAD) algorithm in [30], which works 
as shown below, was used: 

1. Train a set of heterogeneous classifiers from XGBoost and 
SVM 

2. Determine the accuracy of each classifier on validation set 
3. Select the most accurate classifiers 
4. Measure the diversity between the most accurate classifiers 
5. Select classifiers with strong diversity into the ensemble and 

repeat the process until the predetermined size of the ensemble 
is attained. 

6. Use majority voting to combine classifiers into an ensemble 
7. Evaluate the generalisation of the ensemble. 

 
The Q static diversity measure in [31] was adopted in this 

study. The training dataset was used for generating and learning a 
pool of classifiers. Given a training dataset D_train = {𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦}, 
where 𝑥𝑥 is an 𝑀𝑀x𝑁𝑁 dimensional feature matrix and 𝑦𝑦 ∈ {0,1}N  
denote the label. If 𝑦𝑦 yields a value of 1, that would indicate a 
fraudulent transaction, while a value of 0 would imply a legitimate 
transaction. Here, the aforementioned two base learners, SVM 
and XGBoost, were used to create a heterogeneous ensemble 
architecture. SVM and XGBoost are highly renowned in credit 
card fraud detection, as they can generate highly efficient models. 
This can be attributed to the fact that the two base learners are 
frequently updated, in keeping with the behavior change of 
fraudsters. 

4.1. Performance metrics 

This paper presents a study that was modelled as a machine 
learning binary classification task, using five performance 
evaluation metrics. The main performance metric was the 
accuracy of the test data. Furthermore, for each model, the 
Precision, Recall, F1_Score and the Area Under the Curve (AUC) 
were computed. The AUC provides a proper assessment of the 
quality of classification of each given model. The AUC metric 
measures the effectiveness of each classifier for a specific task. 
The value of AUC is within the interval 0 to 1 and an efficient 
classifier is identified with an AUC value that is almost close to 1. 
Accuracy is calculated by dividing the number of correct 
predictions by the sum of forecasts. Precision is the proportion of 
correct forecasts to the sum of correct guesses. On the other hand, 
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recall is the ratio of position predictions to the total of positive 
class values in the test data. The F1 score represents the balance 
between accuracy and recall. The performance metrics can be 
expressed mathematically, as shown below: 

Accuracy       =                            𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃+𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

                                (1) 

Recall            =                            𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃
𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇+𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃

                                (2) 

Precision       =                            𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃
𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃+𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃

                                 (3)                                                                                             

𝐹𝐹1𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠          =                            𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃.𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃+𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅

                                 (4)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

4.2. Datasets 

 To conduct the research, two credit card fraud transaction 
datasets were used. The first dataset was from the Machine 
Learning group, ULB, which is obtained from Kaggle. The 
transactions were labelled as either legitimate or fraudulent and 
they were all made over two days in September 2013 by European 
cardholders. The dataset consisted of 284 807 transactions 
instances, of which 492  (0.172%) were fraudulent, thus, making 
it highly imbalanced. The dataset consisted of 30 features, which 
ranged from V1 to V28; Time and Amount.  

The dataset comprised numerical attributes and its last column 
indicated the class type (type of transaction) and the value 1 
represented a fraudulent transaction, while the value 0 denoted a 
legitimate transaction. The features V1 to V28 were not named 
for data security and integrity reasons [32]. The dataset was highly 
imbalanced and, to solve the class imbalance problem, the 
Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) was 
applied. A scikit_learn library, called imbleam oversampling, was 
used to import SMOTE, whose function is to pick samples that 
are close to each other within the feature space, thereby drawing 
a line of separation between the data points in the feature space 
and creating a new instance of the minority at a point along the 
line. The Time column indicated the number of seconds that 
transpired between the initial and subsequent transactions. The 
Amount column featured the amount that was transacted, while 
the Class column had a values of 1 and 0, which denoted 
fraudulent and legitimate transactions, respectively. 

The second dataset contained credit card transaction data that 
were sourced by an unnamed institute and were made available on 
Kaggle. The dataset featured five columns, the first of which was 
distance from home. As the labelling suggests, the first column 
showed the distance between the cardholders’ registered home 
addresses and transactions locations.  

The second column, ratio_to_median_purchase, represented 
the ratio of the transaction to the median of the purchase price, 
while the third, repeat_retailer, featured checks on whether the 
last two transactions were made at the same retailer. Used_chip 
was the penultimate column, which contained verifications on 
whether or not a physical card was used to make the transaction.  

Finally, the used_pin_number column featured verifications 
pertaining to weather online transactions were fraudulent or not. 
This dataset consisted of 912 597 legitimate and 87 403 fraudulent 
transactions, respectively, thereby rendering it exceedingly 
imbalanced. 

The two datasets were loaded from the local host of the 
researcher’s laptop and imported onto an online Python text editor, 
Google Colaboratory, in separate notebooks, as follows: 

Df = pd.read_csv(‘/content/creditcard.csv’) 

Df = pd.read_csv(‘/content/card_trasdata.csv’) 

A scikit-learn module known as train_test_split was used to train 
and split the two datasets and the test size for each was set to 30 
percent, while the random state was set to 42. These values are 
widely used for data training and splitting. 

The creation process entails combining existing items by 
randomly selecting a point from the minority class and computing 
the k-nearest neighbours (default=5) for that point. Subsequently, 
each synthetic point is inserted between the chosen point and its 
neighbours by multiplying the distance by a value between 0 and 
1. 

The figures below illustrates the class imbalances of the two 
datasets. The figures show the differences between legitimate and 
fraudulent transactions. 

 

       Figure 1: Class imbalance for dataset 1 

 

      Figure.2: Class imbalance for dataset 2 
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       The figures above show the class imbalances in the datasets. 
It is easy to deduce how the datasets would look like after the 
application of the SMOTE technique, which is used to create 
items for the minority class. 

 

Figure 3: SMOTE dataset 1 

For most applications, the difference between oversampling and 
SMOTE is insignificant, unlike in the data distribution, as 
illustrated in the figures below for dataset 1.  

 
Figure 4: SMOTE dataset 2 

 

Figure 5: Dataset 1 PCA components SMOTE 

The above graphs clearly show that new observations, which 
are labelled 1 (fraudulent transaction), are found in numerous 
locations, thus, demonstrating how the SMOTE and 
Oversampling algorithms can generate instances. Moreover, PCA 
can be used to display the data in a two-dimensional view, thereby 
vividlyshowing the unique differences between legitimate and 

fraudulent transactions, as each class has a specified pattern and 
cluster. 

5. Experiments 

The experiments on the two datasets were conducted on 
Google Colab [33]. The specifications of the computer were as 
follows: 

Intel Xeon Phi 7290 CPU with 72 cores at 1.5 GHz and 125 GB 
RAM on Ubuntu 18.04. The experiments were conducted on the 
Python 3.6.8 and the machine learning framework that was used 
was the Scikit-Learn [34]. The base learners XGBoost and SVM 
were implemented through Scikit-Learn. For each feature vector 
in the dataset, the following algorithms were trained and tested: 
Decision Tree, Random Forest, Neural XGBoost and an Ensemble 
of XGBoost and SVM. The results of the experiments, which were 
conducted without the application of DES on the first dataset are 
depicted in Table 1. 

Table 1: Performance evaluation of the algorithms on dataset 1 

Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1_Score ROU 
AUC 

Decision 
Tree 

95.85% 3.45% 85.14% 6.63% 94.47% 

Random 
Forest 

99.95% 88.15% 80.41% 84.10% 94.93% 

XGBoost 99.44% 21.7% 85.81% 34.07% 96.92% 

Ensemble 99.94% 89.06% 77.03% 82.61% 95.9% 

 

The Ensemble were composed of the XGBoost and SVM, while 
the Random Forest classifiers were the best performing 
algorithms with regard to Accuracy and F1_Score, and these were 
followed. 

 

Figure 6: Dataset 2 PCA components ROS 

Figure 7 to figure 10 shows the ROC Curve of each learning 
algorithm for dataset 1. 

by the Decision Tree. The ensemble also scored highly on 
Precision. The Decision Tree classifier and XGBoost showed the 
worst performance given that they score a Precision of 3.45% and 
21.75% as well as F1_Score of 6.63% and 34.07% respectively 
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Figure 7: ROC Curve of the Decision Tree on dataset 1. 

 

Figure 8: ROC curve of the Random Forest on dataset 1. 

A 

 

Figure 9: ROC Curve of the XGBoost on dataset 1. 

 

 
Figure 10: ROC Curve of the ensemble  on dataset 1. 

 
Figure 11: The Confusion matrix generated by the Decision Tree 

The figures 11 to figure 14 show the ROC curves 

and confusion matrix for dataset 1. 

 

Figure 12: The Confusion Matrix generated by the Random Forest 
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Figure 13: The Confusion Matrix generated by the ensemble. 

 

Figure 14: The Confusion Matrix generated by the ensemble. 

      We conducted further experiments using a second dataset to 
validate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed approach. 
The dataset consists of the following features: ratio_to mean 
purchase, repeat_retailer, Used_chip, Used_pin_Number and 
fraud. The feature fraud denotes the target variable. Table 2 shows 
the details of the results that were obtained after the experiments 
were conducted. 

       The Ensemble were composed of the XGBoost and SVM, 
while the Random Forest classifiers were the best performing 
algorithms with regard to Accuracy and F1_Score, and these wer 
e followed by the Decision Tree. The Ensemble also scored highly 
in Precision. The Decision Tree classifier and XGBoost showed 
the worst performance, given that they scored a Precision of 3.45% 
and 21.75%, as well as an F1_Score of 6.63% and 34.07%, 
respectively 

Table 2: Performance evaluation of the algorithms on dataset 2 

Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1_Score ROC 
AUC 

Decision 
Tree 

97.60% 79.77% 97.15% 87.61% 99.59% 

Random 
Forest 

99.75% 99.65% 99.98% 99.98% 99.89% 

Neural 
Networks 

99.95% 99.85% 99.73% 99.73% 99.96% 

Ensemble 99.97% 99.76% 99.82% 99.83% 99.94% 

 
Figure 15: ROC Curve generated by the Decision Tree 

 

Figure 16: ROC Curve generated by the XGBoost 

 

Figure 17: ROC Curve generated by the ensemble 

 

Figure 18: ROC Curve generated by Random Forest 
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Figure 19: Confusion matrix generated by decision tree on dataset 2 

 

Figure 20: Confusion matrix generated by Random Forest on dataset 2. 

 

Figure 21: Confusion matrix generated by XGBoost on dataset 2. 

 

Figure 22:  Confusion matrix generated by the ensemble on dataset 2. 

 

5.1 Comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms 

The European dataset, which is found on Kaggle, has been 
implemented in several researchers’ proposed models. The 
comparisons that were made in this section were based on the 
results obtained from this very dataset, which is also the first 
dataset of this study. The proposed model was compared to the 
ensemble of models that were implemented on the European 
dataset, which the author found to have outperformed some state 
of the art models. Table 3 shows the comparative performances of 
the proposed ensemble.  The comparison used five metrics against 
other state of the art algorithms. 

Table 3: Performance evaluation of the DESP algorithms against state 
of the art algorithms 

Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1_Score ROU 
AUC 

DESP-
ENSEMBLE 

98.76% 72.65% 97.26% 61.49% 99.97% 

KNORA-U 83.46% 61.24% 96.65% 70.25% 99.88% 

KNORA-E 86.34% 84.87% 98.45% 80.76% 99.87% 

GRU 81.63% 86.26% 72.08% 77.92% 86.02% 

ℓ 79.85% 95.69% 66.74% 78.13% 83.37% 

LSTM 80.54% 85.75% 74.08% 76.87% 87.02% 

The proposed model achieved the best results in terms of 
Accuracy, Precision, F1_Score, Recall, and AUC ROC.  The 
proposed model used Dynamic Ensemble Selection Performance 
(DESP), K_Nearest Neighbour Oracle Eliminate (KNORA-E), 
K_Nearest Neighbor Union (KNORA-U). The results shown in 
the tables shows that this model has an overall better performance. 
The DESP technique picks all base classifiers that produce better 
classification performance than the random classifier in their 
domain of competence. The random classifier’s performance is 
defined as RC=1/L, where L is the number of classes in the task.  

If no base classifier is chosen, and the pool as a whole is 
utilized for classification. 

If the KNORA-E technique looks for a local Oracle, which is 
a base classifier that properly classifies all samples in the test 
samples’ zone of competence. All classifiers with faultless 
performance in their domain of expertise are chosen (local 
oracles). If no classifiers achieves complete accuracy, the size of 
the competence zone is lowered (by eliminating the farthest 
neighbor) and the classifier’s performance is re-evaluated. The 
majority voting system is used to integrate the outputs of the 
selected ensemble of classifiers. If no base classifier is chosen, the 
pool as a whole is utilized for classification. In the KNORA-U 
technique, all classifiers are picked that accurately categorized at 
least one sample from the query sample’s zone of competence. 
Each chosen classifier receives the same number of votes as the 
number of samples in the zone of competence for which it predicts 
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the correct label. The votes from all base classifiers are combined 
to get the final ensemble. 

As shown in Table 3, GRU, LSTM and ensemble model ℓ 
have the best precision performance with ensemble model ℓ being 
number one. However, the DESP model proposed in this paper 
has the best overall performance, with KNORA-E. Together with 
ensemble ℓ, GRU had the worst Recall performance. DESP and 
KNORA-U outperform LSTM in Recall and AUC ROC 
performance with KNORA-E is superior performing model. 

With regard to Accuracy, Precision, F1_Score, Recall, and 
AUC ROC, the proposed model produced the best results.  The 
model employed Dynamic Ensemble Selection Performance 
(DESP), K_Nearest Neighbour Oracle Eliminate (KNORA-E), 
and K_Nearest Neighbour Union (KNORA-U). In terms of the 
competence domain, the DESP technique is better than the 
random classifier. This is because the former has a more superior 
capability to pick pick base classifiers that can yield more superior 
classification performance. The performance of the random 
classifier is defined as RC=1/L, where L is the number of classes 
in the task. If no base classifier were chosen and the pool as a 
whole were utilised for classification, the execution process 
would require more memory. 

6. Conclusion 

This study proposed and evaluated the performance of the 
Dynamic Ensemble Selection Performance (DESP) for credit card 
fraud detection. The study made use of two datasets, which were 
sourced from Kaggle, and both were found to be extremely 
imbalanced and associated with different types of concept drift. 
To address these challenges, the study used the SMOTE technique, 
which is broadly used for handling imbalance in the detection of 
credit card fraud. The technique yielded impressive results. To 
handle drifting concepts, the researcher employed an accuracy 
and diversity oriented algorithm. The aim of the research was to 
compare the performance of homogeneous ensembles with 
heterogeneous ensemble learning before performing a 
comparative study of the proposed approach against existing state 
of the art heterogeneous algorithms. The paper also sought to 
demonstrate how DESP handled class imbalance and concept drift 
in credit card fraud detection. The paper introduced diversity by 
combing two learning base algorithms namely: XGBoost and 
SVM and the Q Statistic diversity measure was used. Combining 
algorithms of different classifications, particularly in adaptive 
models, enables fraud detection models to be more efficient in 
picking the best classifiers for particular data in fraud transactions. 
Ensemble classifiers make it possible to build models that are 
capable of overcoming challenges like class imbalance, 
verification latency and concept drift, which are inherent in credit 
card fraud detection. The proposed DESP model outperformed 
existing state of the art techniques. 

Several limitations were encountered in the process of 
conducting this research. The major challenge was unavailability 
of authentic contemporary datasets because of the attendant 

privacy and security issues. For future work, there is need fo strike 
the balance between accuracy and computational efficiency. 
Machine learning algorithms exhibit distinct trade-offs between 
training and testing times as the prediction performance is 
evaluated using training and testing time and memory usage. In 
future, the efficiency of the learning model can further be 
improved by refining the training and testing durations. 
Streamlining computational overheads has the potential to 
develop fraud detections systems capable of real time operation 
ensuring swift responses to evolving fraud trends. For future work, 
the integration of deep learning can be explored in conjunction 
with traditional machine learning approaches with the potential of 
yielding more accurate and adaptable fraud detection solutions. 
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